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O Panóptico is a project of the Centro de Estudos 
de Segurança e Cidadania - CESeC that monitors 
the adoption of facial recognition technology by 
public security institutions in Brazil. Since 2018, 
CESeC has been tracking the effects of the use of 
facial recognition by police, revealing that about 
90% of people arrested using this technology 
are black.

The project now focuses on presenting the cases 
of adoption of facial recognition in Brazilian states 
and municipalities, besides showing the role of 
governments and companies in the financing 
and supply of this technology. All the data used 
by the research will be made available to the 
general public. 

Besides monitoring the projects, O Panóptico 
also aims to communicate extensively about the 
risks of using facial recognition and its biases 
for the black black population.
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A RIO OF CAMERAS WITH SELECTIVE EYES: 
THE USE OF FACIAL RECOGNITION BY THE 
RIO DE JANEIRO STATE POLICE

Team O Panóptico

Centro de Estudos de Segurança e Cidadania

The Government of the State of Rio de Janeiro, through the Secretary of State for 
Military Police (SEPM), implemented in 2019 a pilot project for video surveillance with 
facial recognition in Rio de Janeiro. The neighborhood of Copacabana was chosen 
for the initial test, during Carnival, and more cameras were placed around Maracanã 
Stadium and Santos Dumont Airport in the second half of that year.

The implementation of the project is surrounded by issues that have not been 
properly explained to the population, especially regarding the nebulous “Terms of 
Technical Cooperation” with large companies; bills of congressmen linked to the 
public security agenda; unclear operational procedures; lack of data transparency 
and promises of expansion of the technology that is presented as a kind of “solution” 
to fight crime in Rio de Janeiro. These promises are being made in a context where 
projects for the use of facial recognition by the police receive numerous criticisms 
due to operational errors, racial and gender biases and opaque budgets.

Choosing Copacabana for the project’s kick-off is deeply strategic, since the 
neighborhood occupies an important place in the symbolism and representation of 
Rio de Janeiro to the world. Understanding the intricacies not only of the choice of 
this neighborhood, but especially of the political strategies for the reorganization of 
the public security model in Rio de Janeiro becomes important in face of the failures 
and abuses of the public agents themselves, such as what happens not only in 
Copacabana, with the black and peripheral population that passes through there, but 
also what happens in Jacarezinho, for instance.

The Jacarezinho favela, in Rio’s North Zone, has been the scene of slaughters and, 
more recently, has been the laboratory of a new contradictory public security policy 
that has, among other objectives, the deployment of video surveillance cameras using 
facial recognition as a kind of political platform - similar to what has already happened 
in previous governments.

In this study, we seek to investigate how the Rio de Janeiro military police used 
facial recognition cameras in 2019, and their plan to use them again in 2022. These 
technologies not only bring risks of violating the rights of vulnerable populations, 
but also have no indication that they help reduce crime, nor that they improve the 
performance of daily policing. In addition to these reasons that should lead to a more 
critical stance towards facial recognition technology, there is also the concern with 
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public spending, since states like Rio de Janeiro have a critical situation in relation to 
public accounts. This case study is based on public documents and on some requests 
for information to SEPM.  

A partisan political campaign

The year 2019 was not only the one in which we met the COVID-19 virus, but also 
the one that marked the starting point of policing projects using facial recognition 
technologies in Brazil. This technology, which was already being deployed in 
other countries, arrived in Brazil in a manner almost as insidious as the new 
coronavirus: there were no debates, consultations or transparency. It was a 
campaign promise of the then candidate for state government Wilson Witzel, 
who promised that the technology could revolutionize public security.    

Promising to use high technology to undermine crime and violence in the state, 
Witzel - who at the time caused controversy by advocating a hyper-militarized warfare 
state and posing for photos breaking the plaque honoring Councilwoman Marielle 
Franco, who was murdered by militiamen in 2018 - traveled to Israel to learn about 
the operation of drones that could carry a firearm and be triggered remotely. Witzel 
had shown interest in acquiring the technology, and within the set of war gadgets 
promised by the then-candidate were the famous facial recognition cameras, which 
pledge to recognize criminals from hundreds of meters away and trigger alarms for 
police officers to detain suspects. 

According to the then candidate, the implementation of the camera system with 
facial recognition would facilitate the solution of crimes and contribute to social order, 

Translation: “Wilson Witzel proposes installing cameras with facial recognition on the streets to improve 
security. The PSC candidate campaigned in Jacarepaguá, in the West Zone of Rio, this Saturday.”

https://g1.globo.com/rj/rio-de-janeiro/bom-dia-rio/video/wilson-witzel-viaja-para-israel-7209817.ghtml
https://webcache.googleusercontent.com/search?q=cache:WLIO7C7f48MJ:https://oglobo.globo.com/rio/em-busca-de-drones-que-atiram-witzel-embarca-para-israel-na-segunda-23267138+&cd=2&hl=pt-BR&ct=clnk&gl=br&client=safari
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especially through the monitoring that could protect both shopkeepers from robbery 
and pedestrians from muggings. But this would require the deployment of “thousands 
of cameras in Rio de Janeiro”. 

From the political stage to the latent authoritarian desire of more conservative 
and privileged sectors of the population, facial recognition technologies have been 
gaining messianic aspects for fighting crime and structuring the social order, as, in 
2018, a partnership was announced between Disque Denúncia (a hotline 
for anonymous crime reporting) in Rio and the British company Staff of 
Technology to search for criminals with Facewatch technology. At the same 
time, companies with an interest in facial recognition, such as CyberLabs and Claro 
S.A., offered their services to SEPM, but the negotiations were terminated without 
being put into effect1

In January 2019, Military Police Secretary Rogério Figueiredo de Lacerda announced 
a partnership between the Rio state government and the telecommunications company 
Oi to implement a video surveillance project througout the Copacabana Carnival. The 
neighborhood was not chosen at random. It was a strategic choice in several aspects: 
the neighborhood is internationally famous, receives thousands of tourists from all over 
the world every year, and hosts one of the biggest New Year’s Eve parties in the world. 
The “little princess of the sea”, an affectionate nickname given to the neighborhood, 
would be an excellent showcase for a security project designed by Wilson Witzel, 
based on the use of incarceration-oriented technologies. 

The beauties of Copacabana not only attract foreigners: the more than four kilometers 
of waterfront are a leisure area for countless city residents who access the area in an 
uneven way. Getting to Copacabana has never been an easy task, especially if the 
buses from the North Zone are the transportation choice.  For young black people 
from Rio’s favelas and peripheries, the postcard Copacabana is more distant and less 
hospitable than what is shown on TV and in the media. “Protecting” the neighborhood 
from young black people coming from the outskirts of the city has always been a task 
of the Military Police, as demonstrated by the articles below, published more than 30 
years ago. 

In this sense, the use of facial recognition as a new tool to organize the urban 
space of the capital of Rio de Janeiro, creating almost inaccessible places, differs 
from the uses, for example, in the American context. Joy Buolamwini, a researcher at 
MIT, tells in her documentary “Coded Bias” how facial recognition technologies are 
tested primarily in black majority neighborhoods. She shows that in some housing 
developments cameras have been installed at the building gates in order to control 
who enters and who leaves these spaces. Whatever the logic, both Rio de Janeiro 
and the United States and other countries use cameras with biometric technologies 
to enforce boundaries and control transit through the city for the black population.

In Rio de Janeiro, the pilot project of video surveillance with facial recognition 
was signed through the “Technical Cooperation Agreement”, as a proof of concept2, 

https://g1.globo.com/rj/rio-de-janeiro/eleicoes/2018/noticia/2018/10/13/wilson-witzel-propoe-a-instalacao-de-cameras-com-reconhecimento-facial-nas-ruas-para-melhorar-a-seguranca.ghtml
https://g1.globo.com/rj/rio-de-janeiro/eleicoes/2018/noticia/2018/10/13/wilson-witzel-propoe-a-instalacao-de-cameras-com-reconhecimento-facial-nas-ruas-para-melhorar-a-seguranca.ghtml
https://agenciabrasil.ebc.com.br/geral/noticia/2018-12/rio-comeca-implantar-busca-de-criminosos-por-reconhecimento-facial
https://drive.google.com/file/d/177o3_oXWBQBOlwif-4zb0wSWR3pBzhyF/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/177o3_oXWBQBOlwif-4zb0wSWR3pBzhyF/view
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Translation: Image 1: “Police already have names of ten gangs of troublemakers”
Image 2: “In the summer of the direct [elections], violence invaded our beach”
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and lasted for 10 days (from March 1 to 11, 2019)3. The Secretary of State for 
Military Police (SEPM), at that time, made a point of reiterating that the 
partnership would not generate any financial burden for the state. However, 
one has to wonder how the company Oi would benefit from this technical 
cooperation and why it then decided to participate in this kind of non-
transparent technological “exchange”.

Although at the time there was great acceptance of the technology by the press 
and academia, an article published in UOL, under the title Câmera inteligente no RJ 
terá sistema da Oi, multada por violar privacidade (“Smart cameras in RJ will have 
Oi’s system, fined for violating privacy”), drew attention to the company’s history, 
fined in 2014 for creating a software that collected and sold information about its 
customers without their consent or even their knowledge. When called into question, 
the state government limited itself to saying that “Oi’s support will only be in the 
technology offered”.

An all-seeing machine? 

The first thing that comes to mind when we talk about face recognition technology 
is, generally speaking, a video camera that films recognizing faces. This application, 
known as live detection, is one of the most common, and most frequently used in 
Brazil. Facial recognition technology can be described as a system that:

works by deploying biometric identification to map facial features of a person 
present in a photograph or video, comparing the information obtained with 
a bank of known faces to find a match4.

Thus, this type of technology can be applied not only to prove an individual’s 
identity, but also - and supposedly - to prevent identity-related crimes5; to promote 
access control to public and private spaces and services; to recognize criminals; to 
generate proof of life (widely used by the Brazilian government in applications such 
as, for example, gov.br6); to unlock devices, etc. It is important to note that biometric 
technologies are not limited to facial recognition technologies - rather, they can 
analyze fingerprints, retina, iris, voice, gait, and other personal biometric data. In all 
these cases, the systems process metrics that would be unique to each individual for 
identification and recognition purposes.

In the case of the pilot project carried out in Rio, the use of facial recognition 
technologies was specifically aimed at identifying criminals and preserving “public 
order.” The project was divided into two phases: in the first, cameras were installed 
only in Copacabana, during the 2019 carnival, and in the second, in the Maracanã 
neighborhood and around Santos Dumont Airport, with the number of cameras 
in Copacabana being increased. In both phases, equipment supply and technical 

https://noticias.uol.com.br/cotidiano/ultimas-noticias/2019/01/24/cameras-monitoramento-carnaval-rio.htm
https://noticias.uol.com.br/cotidiano/ultimas-noticias/2019/01/24/cameras-monitoramento-carnaval-rio.htm
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Xen9ATgsximIGycis7CLk80kDkB76HUc/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Xen9ATgsximIGycis7CLk80kDkB76HUc/view
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cooperation agreements were established with the company Oi.  

The project’s operational structure, in the first phase, consisted of the qualification 
and training of four military police officers who coordinated the monitors and the access 
to the 34 cameras in the Copacabana area, including the subway exits at Siqueira 
Campos and Arcoverde stations. In addition, two civilian police officers would operate 
the database of license plates, wanted and missing persons. In both cases, that is, in 
the actions of military police officers and civil police officers, teams from Oi and 
Huawei provided technical support. It is worth noting, as we will go into further 
detail below, that the details and the effective technical cooperation between the state 
government and the companies were not exactly made clear.

Be that as it may, SEPM and Oi signed a new contract for the continuation of the 
facial recognition pilot project, which would run from June to October 2019, taken 
as the second phase of the project. In addition, a document showed a technical 
cooperation agreement between SEPM, the Rio government and Bembras Integração 
e Engenharia EIRELI7, but the company never provided the services.

The system operated 24 hours a day for 10 days, and was coordinated from the 
Integrated Command and Control Center (CICC), located in Cidade Nova, downtown 
Rio. The operational protocol used (for more details, see internal police document 
here) is divided into the steps shown in the infographic below:

Fonte: SEPM/Coordenadoria de Assuntos Estratégicos
Translation: 
“Planned Protocol” (from left to right)
System generates match alert 
Military Police officer visually checks to see if it is positive or if it was a false positive 
Military Police officer  takes identification code to Civil Police officer  
Civil Police officer raises history and motivation of the identified person or vehicle 
Military Police officer transmits to the dispatcher of the 19th Military Police Battalion (System 190) to send a patrol”

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Xen9ATgsximIGycis7CLk80kDkB76HUc/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Xen9ATgsximIGycis7CLk80kDkB76HUc/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1XrMxIhdufM_5ivUsFYa-7tAvGnGJxonU/view
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Regarding the data collected by the facial recognition system, a document dispatched 
on September 24, 2019 stresses that:

The information about people identified in facial recognition is stored and 
available to public security and criminal justice agencies for planning, 
investigation and prosecution purposes, with false positives being discarded 
immediately by the system operator still at the monitoring site. (Process in 
the Electronic Information System - SEI) 

The database used to feed the system was that of the State Civil Police 
Secretariat (Sepol) and of Detran, a database of missing persons, wanted 
persons, and vehicles, but it is not transparent about how it was produced 
or how often it is updated. SEPM also informed that the database is encrypted 
and numbered according to established protocol and that there would be no personal 
information in the system. The base, however, is managed by military and civil police 
officers within the CICC.

Although it was sold as highly efficient, the project showed, in its first days of testing, 
how susceptible it was to the possibilities of failure, by mistakenly identifying a woman 
with a person who was already imprisoned. After the first phase experiments of the 
pilot project, it was announced that the facial recognition project would be expanded 
to a next stage at Maracanã Stadium and around Santos Dumont Airport. 

Success for whom? 

Announced by then governor Wilson Witzel on March 28, 2019 to begin in June of 
the same year, the second phase would not only expand the number of surveillance 
and monitoring cameras from 34 to 140 but would also extend its area of operation 
to the surroundings of the Maracanã and Maracanãzinho stadiums and the Santos 
Dumont Airport region. Curiously, the announcement was made by the governor after 
a meeting, in Palácio Guanabara, with Oi executives, who presented “encouraging” 
results from the first phase of the project. The former governor stated at the time that 
public security was a priority of his government and celebrated the “success” of the 
project, since, according to him, “eight arrest warrants were served in just 10 days”. 

Although 140 cameras were planned for this second phase, distributed in the 
locations covered by the project, SEPM reported that, in fact, 95 monitoring and 
surveillance equipment were deployed. Along the same lines as Witzel, the then 
Secretary of Military Police, Colonel Rogério Figueiredo de Lacerda, was optimistic with 
the announcement of the second phase of the project, since the experience would have 
contributed with the knowledge and expertise of the military police officers involved.

Altogether, in the first phase, five search and seizure warrants were served, 
three arrest warrants were issued8, and three vehicles were recovered, while 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1jkV2Xkq1rreQqhLDrKKsuNIfTy23PgNy/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1jkV2Xkq1rreQqhLDrKKsuNIfTy23PgNy/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1jkV2Xkq1rreQqhLDrKKsuNIfTy23PgNy/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1jkV2Xkq1rreQqhLDrKKsuNIfTy23PgNy/view
https://www1.folha.uol.com.br/cotidiano/2019/07/em-fase-de-testes-reconhecimento-facial-no-rio-falha-no-2o-dia.shtml
https://www1.folha.uol.com.br/cotidiano/2019/07/em-fase-de-testes-reconhecimento-facial-no-rio-falha-no-2o-dia.shtml
http://www.governoaberto.rj.gov.br/noticias/2019/03/programa-de-reconhecimento-facial-sera-ampliado-no-rio
http://www.governoaberto.rj.gov.br/noticias/2019/03/programa-de-reconhecimento-facial-sera-ampliado-no-rio
http://www.governoaberto.rj.gov.br/noticias/2019/03/programa-de-reconhecimento-facial-sera-ampliado-no-rio
http://www.governoaberto.rj.gov.br/noticias/2019/03/programa-de-reconhecimento-facial-sera-ampliado-no-rio
http://www.governoaberto.rj.gov.br/noticias/2019/03/programa-de-reconhecimento-facial-sera-ampliado-no-rio
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no missing persons were found. In addition to this data, the analysis report of the 
first phase also indicates the total amount of faces and license plates captured by the 
system, as indicated by the tables in the following image.

 

Translation:  
“Efficiency Measurement - Total March 1st, 2019 to March 10th, 2019
Face recognition     License plate recognition
Total of faces captures: 2.993.692   Total of license plates captured: 747.391
Face matches: 2.465     Plate matches: 892”

However, an important observation concerning such data should be made: the 
correlation between faces captured and faces recognized corresponds to a 
rate of 0.082% of matches against the amount of information captured, i.e., 
a very low number in relation to the project’s goal. This percentage indicates, in 
fact, a mismatch between the amount of information collected and the expected results.

SEPM’s own presentation says that “facial recognition optimization (false positives 
and unified database)” would be needed, as we indicate in the image below taken 
from the SEPM report. 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1-Xi6gkAkelpcEwQWm7QjgL_fMcfw4SCV/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Xen9ATgsximIGycis7CLk80kDkB76HUc/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Xen9ATgsximIGycis7CLk80kDkB76HUc/view
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Translation: “NECESSARY DEMANDS
Distribution of policing in the vicinity of the cameras for prompt employment
Use of e-trunking for greater agility
Need more cameras and enablement for “tracking” functionality
Need to enable the use of other functionalities that the system can offer (perimeter system can offer (peri-
meter delimitation, etc.)
Better accuracy in the license plate reader
Lighting in the facial recognition cameras
Think at situations other (example: tracking two people simultaneously)
Face recognition optimization (false positives and unified database)”

 
Interestingly, the SEPM reported that it did not collect data on false positives or 

approaches, even when questioned by our team through LAI (“Law on Access to 
Public Information”) requests9. Although this data has not been collected (according 
to the SEPM), the preliminary report cites false positives as indicators of the need to 
optimize the system. 

Despite the denials in relation to the false positive data10, we questioned11 SEPM 
about 11 arrests that occurred in the vicinity of Maracanã during a match. In this small 
group, only four of the people arrested had warrants in their names and, when we 
asked specifically if all the others arrested were false positives, the agency limited itself 
to answering that “the other 07 (seven) people did not have warrants for their arrest, 
and the BOPM [Police Report] was only made as an inquiry of a person”. After appeal 
within the scope of the Law on Access to Public Information, the SEPM admitted 
that among the 11 cases of people arrested with the use of facial recognition 
technology at the Maracanã games, seven were errors of the machine, i.e.: 
false positives. Thus, the system was wrong in 63% of the cases. 

Other clues of the failure can be extracted from the report of the first phase itself: 
1. there were no positive results until the end of the first phase (according to the image 
below); 2. there were many errors in the recognition of vehicle license plates; 3. the 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1IZMnvVLJD6Nu2OsRhIefKned-KgiNlQH/view?usp=sharing
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very indication of the need to improve the system; 4. the lighting issues in the facial 
recognition cameras; 5. the inability of operational management by the agents in loco 
and, finally, 6. the warning itself of the urgent need to structure in Copacabana before 
any expansion12. How, after all, can the report itself indirectly state that this is a 
revolutionary technology capable of offering a new vision of “preservation of public 
o r d e r ” 1 3 ?

Translation:“ OBSTACLES OBSERVED IN THE COURSE OF THE SERVICE
Low probability of the Police Unit completing the approach
No positive results so far
Many mistakes in license plate recognition
Motorcycle patrol units that were dedicated and even other vehicles from the sector, without success and 
without a clearer view of their participation in the methodology employed
Personnel dedicated primarily to Carnaval”

Despite the loudly proclaimed lack of burden on public funds, a Cecopom document 
showed that the expansion of the project to the surroundings of the stadiums and the 
airport had a financial impact on the state. The document, from June 2019, indicates the 
request for 10 police officers to meet the demands of the operation - which 
resulted in an expense of R$726,789.00.

Responding to deaths with cameras

There are still many doubts about the effectiveness of the video surveillance project 
with facial recognition technologies in Rio de Janeiro. Even so, the administration 
of current governor Cláudio Castro, who was Wilson Witzel’s deputy before 
he was removed from office14, has decided to invest in the technology again. 
This time, the “strategic” location is the Jacarezinho favela in Rio’s North Zone, which 
will receive cameras in an election year.

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1kljXKWPfUi6uqTSm87lfS_6ugdNMG7gj/view
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Already during Cláudio Castro’s administration, the Jacarezinho favela was 
the stage for the most lethal police action in the history of Rio de Janeiro. 
The operation, executed by the Civil Police, took place on May 6, 2021 and left 28 
dead - including one police officer. The action raised several suspicions of illegalities 
and human rights violations, and despite the gravity of the case and the consequent 
need for transparency, the report of the operation was placed under a five-year secrecy. 

In November 2021, we asked SEPM if the current management was interested 
in applying facial recognition technology to new policing projects, as the previous 
management had, and we were told that there were no plans to do so15.

The answer does not match reality, given the scope of the project Cidade Integrada 
(“Integrated City”), which provides for the acquisition of dozens of cameras, including 
cameras with facial recognition (of the 22 cameras planned, four should have this 
functionality), to monitor different points in the favela and access to the favela. The 
terms of reference of the contract, with a waiver of public bidding, foresees the 
installation of 22 cameras and technical-operational support. The map with the 
approximate location of the cameras can be seen below, and the interactive version 
can be seen here.

https://g1.globo.com/rj/rio-de-janeiro/noticia/2021/05/06/tiroteio-deixa-feridos-no-jacarezinho.ghtml
https://web.archive.org/web/20210508155110/https://www.cnnbrasil.com.br/nacional/2021/05/08/sobe-para-29-o-numero-de-mortos-em-acao-policial-no-jacarezinho
https://web.archive.org/web/20210508155110/https://www.cnnbrasil.com.br/nacional/2021/05/08/sobe-para-29-o-numero-de-mortos-em-acao-policial-no-jacarezinho
https://noticias.uol.com.br/cotidiano/ultimas-noticias/2021/06/26/laudos-local-mais-mortes-jacarezinho.htm
https://noticias.uol.com.br/cotidiano/ultimas-noticias/2021/06/26/laudos-local-mais-mortes-jacarezinho.htm
https://noticias.uol.com.br/cotidiano/ultimas-noticias/2021/05/24/jacarezinho-sigilo-relatorio-operacao.htm
https://www.google.com/maps/d/u/0/edit?mid=1chHCrqhS64s4RxThjglENE_ikV-640cL&usp=sharing
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The document has several omissions: it does not indicate, among other 
things, the period of its execution; what methodology was adopted for the 
study and the technical mapping of the area; nor does it indicate whether 
there were conversations with residents to better understand the local needs 
and priorities. The technical instrument is limited to saying, in general terms, that 
there is an emergency nature to the implementation of the video surveillance system 
to support operations and intelligence. Although the express objective of Cidade 
Integrada is to “reduce inequalities”, the technical study does not indicate how facial 
recognition technologies can contribute to reduce social asymmetries.

The real justification for implementing the video surveillance system presented by 
SEPM - both in the technical study and in the term of reference - is the production of 
evidence to corroborate the police report in eventual questioning: 

integrated video surveillance system solution, not only in the criminal 
coercion or reprehension, but, above all in its evidential character for the 
criminal process, producing evidence that corroborates with the reality and 
strengthens the assertion of police innocence in a possible lawsuit 
(emphasis added).

That is: only and exclusively in cases where the images are in line with the police 
report will they be used in possible legal actions. Such statements raise a number of 
questions: if the main objective is to produce evidence in favor of the police officers, 
what is the need for the cameras to have facial recognition algorithms? Why are the 
images from the cameras only and exclusively available to police officers and not also 
to the eventual victims of excesses and violations? We have seen the use of cameras 
in some initiatives that intend to increase control over police work and reduce lethality. 
Why wasn’t such use put as one of the objectives for the Jacarezinho case?

As a defense of the implementation of facial recognition technologies and the use 
of artificial intelligence, SEPM says that:

it is essential to use tools that can make police action efficient, even more so 
if a resource provides concomitant internal control of the police, evidential 
effectiveness, reduction of resources available to investigate 
complaints against police officers, data for operational information 
management, means of training through subsequent analysis of actions, 
and even police protection. In this way, we seek to add more scientific 
knowledge and less empiricism to indicate the importance of this 
use (emphasis added).

If we think about the experience with facial recognition in 2019 from the perspective 
of police officers, efficiency is not a good word to describe the initiative. Even more 
so given that the technology has been banned in many parts of the world16 for its high 
margin of error and evident racial and gender bias. 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1-LLgh-lAnA1B1TvKLqL2YyWeEl6wSppv/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1-LLgh-lAnA1B1TvKLqL2YyWeEl6wSppv/edit
https://www.colorado.edu/today/2019/10/08/facial-recognition-software-has-gender-problem
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These cameras and the monitoring center will be acquired with waiver of the 
public bidding process. This mechanism allows the state, in certain situations, to 
make acquisitions without the bidding process, which is usually bureaucratic and 
time consuming.

 

Translation: 
“4.4 Supplier Selection
4.4.1 Form of selection
The supplier will be defined by the lowest global price, through a waiver of bidding, duly grounded in the 
art. 24, IV, of the Federal Law no. 8.666/93.”

At this point, a few observations are in order. The justification for waiving the bidding 
is found in the term of reference for “Emergency Hiring of a Specialized Company 
to Implement a Videomonitoring Project (Jacarezinho)”. The hypothesis presented by 
SEPM is that of “emergency bid waiver”, which is regulated by Article 24, IV, of Law 
No. 8.666/1993, known as the “Public Bidding Law”. According to the legal provision, 
the public bidding is not required “in cases of emergency or public calamity, when 
the urgent need to respond to a situation that may cause damage or compromise 
the safety of people, works, services, equipment and other public or private property 
is characterized, only for the goods required to respond to the emergency 
situation” (emphasis added).

The reading of item IV indicates that an emergency case that authorizes the 
dispensation of bidding is when there is a concrete and effective urgency in meeting 
the public need. It must also have the objective of eliminating the risk of damage or 
risk to the safety of people, works, services, equipment, and other public or private 
property. Moreover, the waiver of bidding must be the only appropriate means to 
remove this risk, as pointed out by the Federal Audit Court (TCU). 

This case of waiver is applicable to cases in which the lapse of time required 
for the bidding procedure would prevent the adoption of essential measures 
to prevent damage resulting from the emergency situation. Thus, in addition to 
the existence of an emergency situation, the waiver process must demonstrate 
that direct hiring is the appropriate, necessary and effective way to eliminate 
the imminent risk of damage or compromising the safety of people, works, 
services, equipment and other public or private property.

It is not possible to see how, in the case in question, hiring the video surveillance 
service and, especially, the facial recognition system is an effective measure to remove 
the risk to which people are subjected in the Jacarezinho favela. This measure is not 

https://www.portaldecompraspublicas.com.br/novidades/dispensadelicitacaodescubraemquaiscasoselaocorre_1149/#:~:text=A%20dispensa%20de%20licita%C3%A7%C3%A3o%20%C3%A9,precisar%20fazer%20um%20processo%20licitat%C3%B3rio.
https://www.portaldecompraspublicas.com.br/novidades/dispensadelicitacaodescubraemquaiscasoselaocorre_1149/#:~:text=A%20dispensa%20de%20licita%C3%A7%C3%A3o%20%C3%A9,precisar%20fazer%20um%20processo%20licitat%C3%B3rio.
https://pesquisa.apps.tcu.gov.br/#/redireciona/acordao-completo/%22ACORDAO-COMPLETO-1307551%22
https://pesquisa.apps.tcu.gov.br/#/redireciona/acordao-completo/%22ACORDAO-COMPLETO-1307551%22
https://pesquisa.apps.tcu.gov.br/#/documento/acordao-completo/*/KEY%253A%2522ACORDAO-COMPLETO-1307551%2522/DTRELEVANCIA%2520desc%252C%2520NUMACORDAOINT%2520desc/0/%2520
https://pesquisa.apps.tcu.gov.br/#/documento/acordao-completo/*/KEY%253A%2522ACORDAO-COMPLETO-1307551%2522/DTRELEVANCIA%2520desc%252C%2520NUMACORDAOINT%2520desc/0/%2520
https://pesquisa.apps.tcu.gov.br/#/documento/acordao-completo/*/KEY%253A%2522ACORDAO-COMPLETO-1307551%2522/DTRELEVANCIA%2520desc%252C%2520NUMACORDAOINT%2520desc/0/%2520
https://pesquisa.apps.tcu.gov.br/#/documento/acordao-completo/*/KEY%253A%2522ACORDAO-COMPLETO-1307551%2522/DTRELEVANCIA%2520desc%252C%2520NUMACORDAOINT%2520desc/0/%2520
https://pesquisa.apps.tcu.gov.br/#/documento/acordao-completo/*/KEY%253A%2522ACORDAO-COMPLETO-1307551%2522/DTRELEVANCIA%2520desc%252C%2520NUMACORDAOINT%2520desc/0/%2520
https://pesquisa.apps.tcu.gov.br/#/documento/acordao-completo/*/KEY%253A%2522ACORDAO-COMPLETO-1307551%2522/DTRELEVANCIA%2520desc%252C%2520NUMACORDAOINT%2520desc/0/%2520
https://pesquisa.apps.tcu.gov.br/#/documento/acordao-completo/*/KEY%253A%2522ACORDAO-COMPLETO-1307551%2522/DTRELEVANCIA%2520desc%252C%2520NUMACORDAOINT%2520desc/0/%2520
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adequate, nor necessary or effective to remove the alleged emergency risk, used as 
justification for waiving the bidding process, which should be carried out as a rule, 
as stipulated by Law No. 8.666/1993.

Moreover, Rio de Janeiro suffers severe budgetary consequences with the state’s 
Fiscal Recovery Regime (RRF) approved in 2017. This budgetary picture is largely the 
result of controversial policies and management plans that have sunk the state into debt 
since 2014. The state’s public debt is also partly aggravated by the negative variation 
in annual ICMS (a value-added tax on sales and service)  revenues; the increase 
in personnel expenses (active, inactive, and pensioners) and, to a large extent, the 
evolution of the state debt.17 

More recently, the state of Rio de Janeiro had two opinions against the approval 
of the new RRF by the Attorney General of the National Treasury and by the National 
Treasury Secretariat. The scenario is critical given the state’s fiscal health and the need 
for adjustments in public accounts. 

Therefore, it causes concern that in such a delicate moment for the population of the 
state of Rio de Janeiro, especially for the state taxpayer, it is considered the waiver of 
bidding for the implementation of a public security project based on proven inefficient 
and expensive technologies. Moreover, the dispensation of public bidding does not 
seem to apply given the very picture presented in the preliminary technical study, which 
was unable to demonstrate the real urgency of hiring companies for this purpose.

The average cost estimate for the contracting of video surveillance in the 
Jacarezinho favela alone is R$ 493,288.20, as shown in the following table.  
This is another concern: the spending of public money. We know that the people 
who live in Jacarezinho have priorities other than installing cameras in their territory. 

https://sisweb.tesouro.gov.br/apex/f?p=2501:9::::9:P9_ID_PUBLICACAO_ANEXO:14060
https://sisweb.tesouro.gov.br/apex/f?p=2501:9::::9:P9_ID_PUBLICACAO_ANEXO:14060
https://sisweb.tesouro.gov.br/apex/f?p=2501:9::::9:P9_ID_PUBLICACAO_ANEXO:14060
https://www.cnnbrasil.com.br/business/pareceres-do-ministerio-da-economia-podem-tirar-rj-do-regime-de-recuperacao-fiscal/https://www.cnnbrasil.com.br/business/pareceres-do-ministerio-da-economia-podem-tirar-rj-do-regime-de-recuperacao-fiscal/
https://www.cnnbrasil.com.br/business/pareceres-do-ministerio-da-economia-podem-tirar-rj-do-regime-de-recuperacao-fiscal/https://www.cnnbrasil.com.br/business/pareceres-do-ministerio-da-economia-podem-tirar-rj-do-regime-de-recuperacao-fiscal/
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Basic public services could be improved with the money set aside for the installation 
of these cameras. For example, with this average amount it is possible to pay for 103 
high school students’ education during one year18, and it would also be possible to 
pay the Auxílio Brasil to 102 families during the same period19.

The scenario analysis presented in the preliminary technical study is equally doubtful 
and not very transparent, since it argues, among other things, that the best market 
solution is to hire a specialized company to execute the object, observing the “vast 
expertise found in the market.

The market study, presented in the technical study, indicates as a reference only 
two companies: GWA Systems and Sunset. The values, polled on the internet, are 
those foreseen for the three-month contract for “the provision of services for the 
installation of video surveillance equipment with equipment supply”. Although it talks 
about “vast expertise”, the company Sunset, for example, was founded in January 
2015, despite claiming on its website that it has more than 24 years of experience in 
services “provided with excellence in the state of Rio de Janeiro.” The company has 
also provided services for the 2014 World Cup, the 2016 Olympics, and the 2019 
Copa America, events held in Brazil. 

With regard to the storage of images collected by the video surveillance system, 
the technical study only mentions the fact that the content will be stored for at least 60 
days, without making explicit what treatment it will receive, the ways of eliminating this 
content or, again, if there will be data sharing with other public or private databases, 
as indicated in the excerpt below: 

Translation:“The images captured by the cameras must be stored for at least 60 days from the date they 
were captured.”

The technical study has many gaps and does not satisfactorily answer some of the 
basic and fundamental questions for the implementation of such projects: Will the 
public be warned that they will be under state surveillance? Will the police produce 
reports on the impact of data protection and the efficiency of the algorithms? What 
will be the life cycle of the data collected? Will the databases produced be shared for 
secondary purposes? What is the real purpose of using facial recognition cameras in 
Jacarezinho? As with the execution of the pilot project in 2019 in Rio de Janeiro, the 
SEPM staff repeat the methods of lack of transparency around their interest in this type 
of technology and do not spell out the reasons why they believe that facial recognition 
would be an important tool to achieve the proposed goals.

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1FIDd0lzXJcdoAbYtOHZaMCurINNnj-MV/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Pd3k0MEY-1g4SUVIgG_8Zmja4cSj3z7Z/view?usp=sharing
https://www.sunsettecnologia.com.br/
https://www.sunsettecnologia.com.br/
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Personal data protection  
and public security in Rio

The Brazilian General Data Protection Law (Law No. 13.709/2018, known by the 
acronym “LGPD”) was enacted in 2018 and has been in effect since September 
2020, with penalties and sanctions applying from August 2021. Both Oi’s Cooperation 
Agreement and Jacarezinho’s Preliminary Technical Study state that the treatment of 
citizens’ personal data will strictly follow the LGPD, despite the specific inapplicability 
of the law in these contexts, pursuant to the provision of item III of its Article 4. 

PROVISION THREE - DATA PROTECTION

The PARTICIPANTS undertake to ensure due protection to the Personal Data 
processed, so that the processing of such data will be exclusively for public 
safety purposes and in strict compliance with Law No. 13,709/2018 (“Personal 
Data Protection Law”), in addition to other applicable rules, including but not 
limited to the European General Regulation (GDPR), the latter when applicable. 
(Excerpt taken from the Cooperation Agreement with Oi Móvel)

The reference to the LGPD seems to be made because of Section 1 of Art. 4 of 
the law20, but this would be a contradiction, since the principles and foundations of 
the law (especially those of necessity and purpose) are not observed in practice.  

The principle of data purpose refers to the “processing data for purposes that are 
legitimate, specific, explicit and informed to the data subject, without the possibility 
of further processing in a way incompatible with those purposes”. This principle 
determines that the purpose of the processing must be known before the 
data is collected, and has great practical relevance, since it structures criteria to 
determine the reasonability of the use of certain data beyond the foreseen purposes, 
without which the processing would be abusive. Thus, the purpose principle is 
crucial to avoid secondary use of data21.

Another important principle is the principle of necessity, one of the most relevant 
to the debate about facial recognition technologies. According to Section III of Article 
6 of the LGPD, the principle of necessity corresponds to the “limitation of processing 
to the minimum necessary for the achievement of its purposes, with a scope of data 
that is relevant, proportional and not excessive in relation to the purposes of data 
processing”. Especially with regard to data processing for public security purposes, 
Article 4, paragraph 1, determines that the measures envisaged by the public authority 
must be proportional and strictly necessary to serve the public interest.

Besides, there is no reason to talk about the application of the General Data 
Protection Regulation (GDPR), which is the legal framework for the European Union. 
The mention of the GDPR in the preliminary technical study of the Jacarezinho seems 

https://gdpr-info.eu/
https://gdpr-info.eu/
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to be a way to give body to the text and try to appear more credibility or mastery of 
the subject, without any legal and/or technical consequence for the situation analyzed.

In each case, the purposes of the instruments are clearly presented - that is, 
it is clear that both the term of cooperation and the technical study are documents 
whose goal is to explain the purposes intended to achieve: the installation of cameras 
and the operation of facial recognition systems. However, the purpose of the data 
processing itself is not pointed out, since at no time, in both documents, are 
presented the purposes intended to achieve, in fact, with the processing 
of citizens’ personal data. For example, it could be argued that the purpose is to 
reduce crime - but the technical or scientific background to justify how/why the use of 
facial recognition would be a necessary measure for this purpose is obviously missing.

From Copacabana to Jacarezinho

This latest historical period that began with the 2018 elections has brought dramatic 
consequences for Rio de Janeiro. Wilson Witzel, with his politics based on violence 
and police deadliness, began a new period of high levels of deaths committed by 
police officers. In 2019, the year in which Ágatha was killed and several 
slaughters were recorded, the state of Rio registered the highest number of 
deaths committed by police officers: 1.814. At the same time that the peripheries 
of the state were piling up the bodies of young black men after police operations, 
Copacabana was receiving facial recognition cameras. After years and the record of 
the most lethal police action in the history of Rio de Janeiro, facial recognition arrives 
in Jacarezinho with no indications that its use will serve to reduce the deadliness of 
police actions.

CRIMINAL RATES IN COPACABANA (19ª AISP) 
JULY TO OCTOBER

Numbers 2018 2019 Variation (%)
First degree murder 1 4 300.00
Robbery 467 506 8.35
Theft 1890 2135 12.96
Mugging 277 386 39.35

Therefore, these facial recognition projects in Rio seem to serve as a pretext 
for technological experimentation without direct consequences for the real 
problems in the realm of public security. There is no concern with the control of 
police lethality (despite the Supreme Court’s decision that determined that the state of 
Rio had a plan to reduce deaths committed in operations), with the transparency of 

https://g1.globo.com/rj/rio-de-janeiro/noticia/2019/09/23/entenda-como-foi-a-morte-da-menina-agatha-no-complexo-do-alemao-zona-norte-do-rio.ghtml
https://www1.folha.uol.com.br/cotidiano/2019/12/em-24-horas-rj-tem-cinco-mortos-em-chacina-e-quatro-em-operacao-policial.shtml
https://www1.folha.uol.com.br/cotidiano/2019/12/em-24-horas-rj-tem-cinco-mortos-em-chacina-e-quatro-em-operacao-policial.shtml
http://observatorioseguranca.com.br/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/2021/09/A-Cor-da-Viole%CC%82ncia-Policial-A-Bala-Na%CC%83o-Erra-o-Alvo.pdf
https://www.jota.info/stf/do-supremo/stf-forma-maioria-para-que-o-rj-elabore-um-plano-de-reducao-de-letalidade-policial-02022022
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actions, with the good use of public money and with the protection of the population’s 
data. Not even the reduction in crime rates can be considered a justification for the use 
of the cameras, since the pilot project in Copacabana eloquently demonstrated 
that there was no reduction in crimes in the neighborhood area during the 
use of the cameras in 2019.

The future of public security in Rio de Janeiro will not be built on experimentation 
with dubious new technologies or for reasons other than the pursuit of a safer society 
for all citizens. The future must be built through dialogue with the communities to 
understand their concerns, with intelligence in police actions, seeking to reduce deaths 
and putting at the center of our concerns the police itself, which should be reduced - 
not expanded. The key to thinking about the Rio we want is to rethink the police itself.
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